






The judiciary needs to dispel the perception that it is no longer 

the pillar created to protect ……………. rights.

IBPS PO PRELIM 2019

I. Perplexed

II. Pertinence

III. Constitutional

IV. Legal

1. (I)– (II)

2. (I)-(IV)

3. (II)-(III)

4. (III)-(IV)

5. All of these

HOMEWORK



Word of the Day

FRACAS

Noisy Quarrel

Synonym: Brawl, Affray, Donnybrook, Rumpus, 

Tumult

Antonym: Peace, Harmony, Amity, Compromise, 

Concord

Sentence: The prime minister has joined the fracas 

over the proposed changes.









Most of time , strangers have helped me in critical 

situations.                                IBPS CLERK 2018

1. Many a time 

2. At time

3. More of time 

4. At odd period

5. No Correction Required

Solution : (The)Article is missing Option A



A nation that had been once tried to kill him was 

the first to embrace him.    

RBI ASSISTANT 2014

1. had once been tried to 

2. had once tried to 

3. Once had been tried to 

4. had to once try and

5. No replacement required

Solution : Option 2



The social worker passionately stroked the 

annoyed passenger in order that be pacified.

RBI ASSISTANT 2014

1. to pacify him 

2. that to pacify

3. to be pacified for 

4. that to be pacified with

5. No replacement required

Solution : Option 1



The next class of wave or oscillation detector is the 

magnetic detector depending in the powers of electric 

oscillations to affect the magnetic state of iron.

SBI CLERK PRE 2018

1. Depend on the power in

2. Depending upon the power of

3. Depends upon the power in

4. Depending upon the power of

5. No correction required

Solution : Option 2



His tail was short and scraggly , and his harness had been 

broken in many places and fastened together gain with 

cords and bits of wire

SBI CLERK PRE 2018

1. Was broke from

2. Has broke from

3. Have been broken in

4. Have been breaking on

5. No replacement required

Solution : Option 5



People lined the route , showering rose petals and 

chanting ‘long live Vajpayee’ as tens of thousands in 

mourners took part in the procession .  

SBI PO PRE 2018

1. thousands mourners took part

2. mourners in thousands took part

3. thousands of mourners took part

4. thousands at mourners taken part

5. No replacement required                                                                

Solution : Option 3



If it rains even now , farmers may still go  for paddy. I 

would say there is a window of one more week. 

Otherwise , they will have to go for pulses.

SBI PO PRE-2018

1. They would gone for pulses

2. They will go to the pulses

3. They will going for the pulses

4. They won’t go to the pulses

5. No replacement required

Solution : Option 5



Quiet a few research institutes are growing in free India bearing the 

names of scientists winning recognition of Western countries , mainly 

Europe.

IBPS PO PRE-2017

I. Has grown in free India which bears the names of

II. Have grown up in free India that bears the names of

III. Grew up in free India bearing the names of

a. Only I is correct

b. Only II is correct

c. Only III is correct

d. Both II and III are correct

e. No correction required

Solution : Option C



Washing your hands at regular intervals could be the most effective 

method to staying healthy and protecting yourself from various 

ailments.

IBPS PO PRE-2017

I. Is the most effective way of staying

II. Can be the most effective way of stay

III. Has the effective effect to stay

a. Only I is correct

b. Only II is correct

c. Only I and III are correct

d. All are correct

e. No correction required

Solution : Option A



The cases highlight the difficulty of operating in a country where in 

restrictions are placed on freedoms to speech and political activity.

IBPS PO MAINS-2021

a. As restrictions , on a freedom for

b. Where restrictions , on freedom of

c. That has restrictions , upon freedom for

d. Where in restrictions , upon freedom to

e. No replacement required

Solution : Option B



As  grueling as the pandemic has been , it has also forced us to 

see work-life balance in a whole new way .

IBPS PO MAINS-2021

a. So grueling as, it has also forced

b. As grueling as, it has been forced

c. As grueling as, it has also forced

d. So grueling as, it is also forced

e. No replacement required

Solution : Option C



The petition contended that the establishments and factories  

were operates in violation of environmental norms and affected 

public health.

SBI CLERK PRE 2021

a. Has been operating in violation of 

b. Were operating in violation of

c. Were operates in violation on

d. Was operating in violation of

e. No replacement required

Solution : Option B



The Delhi Commission for Women (DCW) was issued a notice 

to the police regarding the same and sought a detailed action 

taken report.

SBI CLERK PRE 2021

a. had issued a notice to the police 

b. have issue a notice to the police 

c. Has been issuing a notice to the police 

d. has issue a notice to the police 

e. No replacement required

Solution : Option A



A report shows the West  has been suffering damage from 

rising temperature.

IBPS CLERK PRE 2021

a. has been suffered damage from rising 

b. had been suffering damage from rising 

c. has been suffering to damage from rising 

d. has been suffering damage from rise

e. No replacement required

Solution : Option E



A good leaders has a hunger to further your knowledge and he 

understands everything in your business.

IBPS CLERK PRE 2020

a. A good leader is

b. A good leader has

c. Good leader is

d. All good leaders are

e. No replacement required

Solution : Option B



How it is possible for a multi-edition newspaper to produce 

completely different newspapers for various cities?

IBPS PO PRE 2017

I. It is possible for

II. Does it possible to

III. How is it possible for

1. Only I is correct

2. Only II is correct

3. Only III is correct

4. Both I and III are correct

5. No Correction Required

HOMEWORK




